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Gautier Studio Launch

A new Montreal brand in furniture and home accessories 

 

 

ADzif, a Montreal-based company that has specialized in designing and producing  decorative wall 

products since it was established in 2007, is launching its own brand, Gautier Studio, with all-new 

line of furnishings and accessories designed in Quebec for the whole family.

 

Created through a collaboration with the artists of mpgmb, Gautier Studio is an interior decoration 

company offering stylish and attractive furnishings and practical accessories that transform 

interiors into cozy, welcoming spaces.

 

The new line is comprised of sleek designs using raw and durable wood, and colourful graphic 

accessories made from natural materials. With a high value placed on respect for nature, the 

Gautier Studio team are firm believers in “slow design” and work to ensure minimal environmental 

impact when designing and creating their products.

 

Gautier Studio offers over 80 outstanding quality products, monitoring every step of the production 

process to ensure durable products with a flawless finish. The brand’s unique positioning comes 

from the high quality of these products and their accessible prices, from which anyone and 

everyone can benefit when decorating their living rooms, children’s bedrooms, front entrances, and 

small spaces.

The collection can be discovered online at www.gautierstudio.com and upon request, we can 

provide a dropbox link with images if needed.

 

About ADzif: 

A bold new path for seasoned Montreal entrepreneurs. 

The Montreal production force ADzif  is founded on a cooperative relationship with a collective of 

over 30 local artists. Surrounding themselves with recognized and talented artists, entrepreneurs 

Maryline Lambelin and Pierre Paré built the company and ensured its growth on a local and 

international scale, making a name for ADzif through the quality and design of its creations.

In meeting Maryline Scaviner, creator of the brand PLOG-IT, ADzif began to branch out into object 

design, especially in the developing the highly popular mpgmb lampshades. Continuing this 

forward momentum, these serial entrepreneurs are now proud to be launching their new authentic 

and committed brand, Gautier Studio.
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